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The integration of machine learning with blockchain technology has witnessed increasing interest, driven by

the vision of decentralized, secure, and transparent AI services. In this context, we introduce opML (Optimistic

Machine Learning on chain), an innovative approach that empowers blockchain systems to conduct AI model

inference. opML lies a interactive fraud proof protocol, reminiscent of the optimistic rollup systems. This

mechanism ensures decentralized and verifiable consensus for ML services, enhancing trust and transparency.

Unlike zkML (Zero-Knowledge Machine Learning), opML offers cost-efficient and highly efficient ML services,

with minimal participation requirements. Remarkably, opML enables the execution of extensive language

models, such as 7B-LLaMA, on standard PCs without GPUs, significantly expanding accessibility. By combining

the capabilities of blockchain and AI through opML, we embark on a transformative journey toward accessible,

secure, and efficient on-chain machine learning.
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1 Introduction

In the rapidly evolving digital landscape, technological innovations are continually reshaping

the way we interact with and harness the power of information. Among these innovations, the

convergence of two remarkable forces, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and blockchain technology, stands

out as a pivotal development. AI, with its capacity for advanced data analysis and decision-making,

and blockchain, a decentralized ledger known for its security and transparency, have joined forces

to explore new frontiers in the digital realm [11, 35, 47]. As two pioneering forces, each with its

distinct capabilities, AI and blockchain, are now merging to redefine the boundaries of what’s

possible in the digital world. This synergy has given rise to the concept of "Onchain AI" [11, 35, 47],

a paradigm that holds the promise of delivering decentralized, secure, and efficient AI services

directly within the blockchain network.

However, a prevalent challenge in the current landscape of "Onchain AI" is the infeasibility of

conducting AI computations directly on chain [26]. For example, a simple task of naïve matrix

multiplication of 1000 × 1000 integers would cost over 3 billion gas [50], which far exceeds the

current Ethereum’s block gas limit [43]. Consequently, most of these applications resort to off-chain

computations on centralized servers, only uploading the results onto the blockchain. While this

strategy may yield functional results, it inherently sacrifices decentralization. Such a trade-off

not only poses significant security challenges but also diminishes the core principles of trust and

transparency that blockchain technology aims to uphold.

One alternative approach is to leverage Zero-Knowledge Machine Learning (zkML) [42, 49].

zkML represents a novel paradigm in the integration of machine learning and blockchain. zkML’s

reliance on zk-SNARKs (Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Arguments of Knowledge)

[2, 3, 5, 18] has been pivotal in safeguarding confidential model parameters and user data during

the training and inference processes. This not only mitigates privacy concerns but also reduces

the computational burden on the blockchain network, making zkML a promising candidate for

decentralized ML applications.

While zkML undeniably presents a range of advantages in enhancing privacy and security within

machine learning on the blockchain, it is crucial to acknowledge its inherent limitations. One of

the most prominent challenges is the high cost associated with proof generation in zkML. The
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process demands considerable computational resources, resulting in extended generation times

and substantial memory consumption. Consequently, zkML is most suitable for relatively small

models, as its inefficiency becomes apparent when handling larger and more complex models. zkML

would take more than 1000 times the memory and computation consumption for the ZK proof

generation [25]. As a result, zkML may prove impractical for extensive AI applications that require

the processing of substantial datasets and intricate model parameters.

Faced with the limitations of zkML, we turn to investigate using fraud proof to prove the

correctness of the ML results on chain instead of using the zero-knowledge proof (ZKP, also known

as validity proof). Fraud proofs are commonly used in blockchain systems, including rollup systems,

which are part of a broader category known as optimistic systems. Notable examples of rollup

systems employing fraud proofs include Optimism [32] and Arbitrum [23]. In the system using

fraud proof, we optimistically assume that every proposed result is valid by default. In the case

of mitigating potentially invalid results, the system using fraud proof will introduce a challenge

period during which participants may challenge the submitter. The fraud proof is generated via

interactive pinpoint protocol proving that the provided result is incorrect. The arbitration process

is designed to validate a fraud proof by executing only a few minor computation steps, making the

on-chain cost extremely low.

Building upon the foundation of optimistic system design, we introduce opML: Optimistic

Machine Learning on the blockchain
1
. Diverging from the approach of zkML, which relies on zero-

knowledge proofs, opML adopts a fraud-proof system to guarantee the correctness of ML results. In

the opML framework, submitters can execute ML computations within a native environment and

subsequently provide the results directly on the blockchain. This approach maintains an optimistic

assumption that each proposed result is inherently valid. During the challenge process, validators

will check the correctness of these submitted result. If the result is invalid, he will start the dispute

game (bisection protocol) with the submitter and tries to disprove the claim by pinpointing one

concrete erroneous step. Finally, arbitration about a single step will be conducted on smart contract.

opML zkML
Model size any size small/limited

Proof fraud proof validity proof

Requirement Any PC with CPU/GPU Large memory for proof generation

Finality Delay for challenge period No delays

Service cost low extremely high

Security crypto-economic security (AnyTrust) cryptographic security

Table 1. Comparison between opML and zkML

opML v.s. zkML. The comparison of opML and zkML is shown in Table 1. Generally speaking,

opML and zkML are different from the following perspectives:

• Proof System: opML adopts the fraud proof, while zkML adopts the zero-knowledge proof

to prove the correctness of the ML results.

• Performance: The performance is considered in the two perspectives: The proof generation

time, and the memory consumption.

1
opML is open sourced. https://github.com/hyperoracle/opml
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– The proof time of zkML is long, and significantly grows with increasing model parameters
2
.

But for opML, computing the fraud proof can be conducted in the nearly-native environment

in a short time.

– The memory consumption of zkML is extremely large compared to the native execution.

But opML can be conducted in the nearly-native environment with the nearly-native

memory consumption. Specifically, opML can handle a 7B-LLaMA model (the model size

is around 26GB) within 32GB memory. But the memory consumption for the circuit in

zkML for 7B-LLaMA model may be on the order of TB or even PB levels, making it totally

impractical.

Limited by the long proof generation time and large memory consumption, zkML can only

handle some small AI models with an extremely high service cost. While opML can provide

proof in the native execution, and thus it is more cost-efficient and practical for some large

models.

• Security: zkML can make ML onchain with the highest level of security possible, but is

limited by proof generation time and other constraints. opML can make ML onchain with

flexibility and performance, but may not be as secure as zkML because it is secured by

economics, not by mathematics and cryptography like ZK. The security model of opML is

similar to the current optimistic rollup systems. With the fraud proof system, opML can

provide an any-trust guarantee: any one honest validator can force opML to behave correctly.

Under the AnyTrust assumption, opML can maintain correctness and liveness.

• Finality: We can define the finalized point of zkML and opML as follows:

– zkML: zk proof of ML inference is generated (and verified)

– opML: challenge period of ML inference has ended

Though opML needs to wait for the challenge period, zkML also needs to wait for the

generation of ZKP. When the proving time of zkML is longer than the challenge period of

opML (it happens when ML model is large), opML can reach finality even faster than zkML.

The contribution of this work is summarized as follows:

• We propose opML: optimistic machine learning on blockchain. Compared to zkML, opML

can provide ML service with low cost and high efficiency.

• We propose a novel multi-phase fraud proof protocol with semi-native execution and lazy

loading design, which can greatly improve the efficiency of the fraud proof protocol and

overcome the memory limitation in the fraud proof VM.

The organization of this paper goes as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the architecture and

the workflow of opML. In Section 3, we introduce the fraud proof virtual machine (FPVM) in opML.

In Section 4, we design a high-efficient ML engine for both native execution and fruad proof. In

Section 5, we demonstrate the dispute game in opML. In Section 6, we introduce the multi-phase

dispute game in opML, which can help to overcome the limitations of the current fraud proof

system. In Section 7, we show that opML can achieve safety and liveness under the AnyTrust

assumption. In Section 8, we investigate the incentive mechanism in opML to resolve the verifier

dilemma. In Section 9, we discuss the potential optimization and applications on opML. Section 10

reviews the related work. Section 11 concludes this paper with a final remark.
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Fig. 1. OPML Overview

2 Overview

2.1 Design Principles

The design principles of opML are listed as follows:

• Deterministic ML Execution: The native ML execution may result in different execution results

due to the randomness and computation on floating-point numbers. opML adopts the fixed-

point arithmetic and the software-based floating point libraries to guarantee the consistency

and determinism of the ML execution. Therefore, we can use a deterministic state transition

function to represent the ML execution process.

• Separate Execution from Proving: opML takes the same source code and compiles it twice. One

is compiled for native execution, which is optimized for speed. And we allow using multi-

thread CPU and GPU to speed up the native execution. The same code is also compiled to

fraud proof VM instruction
3
, which will be used in the fraud proof protocol. This dual-target

approach assures that execution is fast, while proving is based on the machine-independent

code.

• Optimistic Machine Learning with Interactive Fraud Proofs: opML adopts the interactive fraud

proof, which will bisect a dispute down to a single instruction, and resolve the base-case

using the on-chain fraud proof VM.

• Optimizing ML fraud proof with Multi-Phase Protocol: The existing fraud proof systems

that are widely adopted in the optimistic rollup systems need to cross-compile the whole

computation into fraud proof VM instructions, which will result in inefficient execution and

huge memory consumption. opML proposes a novel multi-phase protocol, which allows

semi-native execution and lazy loading, which greatly speeds up the fraud proof process.

2
An example of a significantly long proving time of zkML is running a nanoGPT model inference with 1 million parameters

inside zkML framework takes around 80 minutes of proving time [12].

3
In the current implementation, we adopts MIPS as the fraud proof VM. We are also exploring other efficient fraud proof

VM such as WASM, RISC-V, etc.
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2.2 Architecture

opML relies on a fraud-proof mechanism to ensure the accuracy of machine learning results on

the chain. The fraud-proof in opML comprises three integral components:

• Fraud Proof Virtual Machine (FPVM). Given a stateless program and its inputs, FPVM

can trace any instruction step and prove it on layer 1 blockchain (L1).

• Machine Learning Engine. The highly efficient machine learning engine is designed to

cater to both native execution and fraud-proof scenarios. This engine not only ensures a

swift and accurate execution of machine learning tasks but also guarantees the consistency

and determinism of the results.

• Interactive Dispute Game. The dispute game will bisect a dispute down to a single instruc-

tion, and resolve the disputed one-step instruction using on-chain FPVM.

2.3 Workflow

In opML, the requester first initiates a task, and upon the server’s completion, results are

committed on-chain. Verifiers (Challengers) check these results, and if a dispute arises, the bisection

protocol is initiated. This dispute resolution process aims to pinpoint and address any identified

erroneous steps. Finally, smart contract arbitration concludes the workflow by decisively settling

any disputes related to a single computation step. The opML workflow unfolds as follows:

(1) The requester first initiates an ML service task.

(2) The submitter then performs the ML service task and commits the result on chain.

(3) The verifier (challenger) will validate the results. If a verifier deems the results incorrect, he

will initiate the dispute game (bisection protocol) with the server. The goal is to disprove the

claim by pinpointing a specific erroneous step.

(4) The smart contract conducts arbitration concerning the disputed step, providing a conclusive

resolution to the dispute.

(5) Finally, after a defined “challenge period”, the results will be confirmed.

Both the server (submitter) and the verifier (challenger) need to stake in the system, and providing

a incorrect result will lead to loss of the stake. Thus, if all parties follow their incentives, only the

valid result will be committed. Therefore, in the common case, the server (submitter) will always

provide correct results, and the verifiers (challengers) will always find the results valid, and the

dispute game would not happen. After a defined “challenge period”, the results will be confirmed.

3 Fraud Proof Virtual Machine

We build a fraud proof virtual machine (FPVM) for offchain execution and onchain arbitration.

We guarantee the equivalence of the offchain VM and the onchain VM implemented on a smart

contract. Operationally, the FPVM is a state transition function. This state transition is referred to

as a Step, that executes a single instruction in the FPVM. Given an input state 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒 steps on a single

instruction encoded in the state, the FPVM, as a state transition function (STF)𝑉𝑀 (·), will produce
a new state 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 , i.e., 𝑉𝑀 (𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒 ) → 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 . Thus, the trace of a program executed by the FPVM is an

ordered set of VM states, which highlights the effects of running a machine learning program on

the FPVM. The execution trace 𝑇 is a sequence (𝑆0, 𝑆1, 𝑆2, · · · , 𝑆𝑛), where each 𝑆𝑖 is a VM state, and

𝑆𝑖 = 𝑉𝑀 (𝑆𝑖−1),∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛]. Each execution trace has an unique initial state 𝑆0, which is determined

by the ML model and input.

The VM state is managed with a Merkle tree [39], only the Merkle root will be uploaded to the

onchain smart contract. The Merkle root represents for the VM state. As shown in Figure 2, the

memory in FPVM is divided into several areas, namely, “program code”, “input”, “output”, “oracle

key”, “oracle value” and “model”. The machine learning program is placed in the “program” field;

5



Fig. 2. Fraud Proof VM Memory Layout

and the input for the ML model is placed in the “input” field; the ML model is placed in the “model”

field; the results of opML will be placed in the “output” field at the end of the execution of the ML

program. There is a key-value oracle in fraud proof system, which is used by FPVM to read external

data during its state transition. The oracle key and value will be placed in the “oracle key” field and

“oracle value” field correspondingly. Besides, the memory in FPVM is represented as a merkle tree.

The tree has a fixed-depth of 27 levels, with leaf values of 32 bytes each. This spans the full 32-bit

address space, where each leaf contains the memory at that part of the tree. The merkle root of the

tree reflects the effects of memory writes in FPVM. With this merkle tree structure, each field in

the FPVM memory can be represented as a merkle subtree root.

4 Machine Learning Engine

In opML, a highly efficient machine learning engine is designed to cater to both native execution

and fraud-proof scenarios. This engine not only ensures a swift and accurate execution of machine

learning tasks but also guarantees the consistency and determinism of the results. This becomes

particularly crucial in the dispute resolution process, where the machine learning engine can

statelessly provide a valid output and verify the dispute, reinforcing the reliability of the overall

system.

4.1 Separate Execution from Proving

Following the design principle “Separate Execution from Proving”, we design a high efficient

machine learning engine for opML. We provide two kinds of implementation of the machein

learning engine. One is compiled for native execution, which is optimized for high speed. And

we use multi-thread CPU and GPU to speed up the native execution. Another is compiled to a

fraud proof program for FPVM. This dual-target approach assures that the execution is fast, while

proving is based on the machine-independent code.

Consider the matrix multiplication in the machine learning engine, illustrated in Figure 3. Native

execution employs GPU calculation (CUDA calculator [36]) for acceleration. As shown in Figure

4, for the proving phase, the machine learning engine is compiled into machine-independent

FPVM instructions, as CUDA calculator compatibility is lacking. The two implementations ensure

consistent execution results.

6



1 // a,b,c are GPU device pointers to matrix

2 void gpu_matrix_mult(int *a,int *b, int *c, int m, int n, int k) {

3 int row = blockIdx.y * blockDim.y + threadIdx.y;

4 int col = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

5 int sum = 0;

6 for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) {

7 sum += a[row * n + i] * b[i * k + col];

8 }

9 c[row * k + col] = sum;

10 }

Fig. 3. Matrix multiplication in ML engine using GPU for native execution

1 void fpvm_matrix_mult(int *a, int *b, int *c, int m, int n, int k) {

2 for (int i = 0; i < m; ++i) {

3 for (int j = 0; j < k; ++j) {

4 int smu = 0;

5 for (int h = 0; h < n; ++h) {

6 smu += a[i * n + h] * b[h * k + j];

7 }

8 c[i * k + j] = smu;

9 }

10 }

11 }

Fig. 4. Matrix multiplication in ML engine to machine-independent code for FPVM

In the current implementation, to ensure the efficiency of AI model computation in the FPVM,

we have implemented a lightweight machine learning engine specifically designed for this purpose

instead of relying on popular ML frameworks like Tensorflow [1] or PyTorch [33]. Additionally, a

script that can convert Tensorflow and PyTorch models to this lightweight library is provided. With

the provided script, we can train a model on popular ML frameworks like Tensorflow or PyTorch,

and then convert it to opML model.

4.2 Consistency and Determinism

The inconsistency in ML results can be attributed to two factors: randomness and variability

in floating-point computations. To address randomness, fixing the random seed in the random

number generator is a common practice since computer-generated randomness is essentially

pseudo-randomness. Regarding the inconsistency in floating-point computations, during the native

execution of DNN computations, especially across diverse hardware platforms, differences in

execution results may arise due to the nature of floating-point numbers. For instance, parallel

computations involving floating-point numbers, such as (𝑎 + 𝑏) + 𝑐 versus 𝑎 + (𝑏 + 𝑐), often yield

non-identical outcomes due to rounding errors [16]. Additionally, factors such as programming

language, compiler version, and operating system can influence the computed results of floating-

point numbers, leading to further inconsistency in ML results [16].

To tackle these challenges and guarantee the consistency of opML, we employ two key ap-

proaches:
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Fig. 5. Dispute Game in opML

• Fixed-point arithmetic, also known as quantization technology [46], is adopted. This technique

enables us to represent and perform computations using fixed precision rather than floating-

point numbers. By doing so, we mitigate the effects of floating-point rounding errors, leading

to more reliable and consistent results. It’s important to note that using fixed-point arithmetic

may result in a minimal loss of accuracy in DNN models. This tradeoff between execution

performance and model accuracy is a key consideration when adopting such precision

techniques.

• We leverage software-based floating-point libraries (softfloat) [20] that are designed to func-

tion consistently across different platforms. These libraries ensure cross-platform consistency

and determinism of the ML results, regardless of the underlying hardware or software con-

figurations.

By combining fixed-point arithmetic [46] and software-based floating-point libraries (softfloat)

[20], we establish a robust foundation for achieving consistent and reliable ML results within the

opML framework.

5 Interactive Dispute Game

In the interactive dispute game, two or more parties (with at least one honest party) are assumed

to execute the same program. Then, the parties can challenge each other with a pinpoint style to

locate the disputed step. The step is sent to the smart contract on blockchain for arbitration.

5.1 Locating the Disputed Point

At the beginning, the submitter and the verifier agree on the initial state 𝑆0, but disagree with

the final state, i.e., 𝑆𝑛 ≠ 𝑆 ′𝑛 . The objective of this protocol, as illustrated in Figure 5, is to identify a

specific VM𝑘 in a sequence of VM instructions executed within the context of a VM state 𝑆0 (with

𝑛 such instructions in total), wherein 𝑆𝑘−1 = 𝑆 ′
𝑘−1 but 𝑆𝑘 ≠ 𝑆 ′

𝑘
.

The dispute game happens in a sequence of rounds. At the beginning of each round, the submitter

and the verifier agree on a start VM state 𝑆𝑖 and they disagree on the end state 𝑆𝑖+𝑗 , for some 𝑗 > 1.

Initially, 𝑖 = 0 and 𝑗 = 𝑛. Then the challenger is now required to claim what state 𝑆𝑚 is at the

midpoint VM state, where𝑚 = 𝑖 + ⌊ 𝑗
2
⌋. Next, the submitter must say whether he agrees or disagrees

with the submitter’s claimed midpoint state 𝑆𝑚 . Now there are two cases:

8



• If the submitter agrees with the challenger’s midpoint state, the protocol has identified a

smaller dispute: the challenger and the submitter agree on 𝑆𝑚 , where𝑚 = 𝑖 + ⌊ 𝑗
2
⌋, but disagree

with 𝑆𝑖+𝑗 . In the next round, we will let 𝑖 ← 𝑖 + ⌊ 𝑗
2
⌋ and 𝑗 ← 𝑁 − ⌊ 𝑗

2
⌋.

• If the submitter disagrees with the challenger’s midpoint state, the protocol also has identified

a smaller dispute: the challenger and the submitter agree on 𝑆𝑖 but disagree with 𝑆𝑚 , where

𝑚 = 𝑖 + ⌊ 𝑗
2
⌋. In the next round, we will let 𝑖 ← 𝑖 and 𝑗 ← ⌊ 𝑗

2
⌋.

In both cases, the length of the dispute will be cut in half. The same procedure is repeated, cutting

repeatly in half, until 𝑗 = 1.

The dispute game exhibits remarkable efficiency. In terms of time complexity, both the verifier

and the submitter require only ⌈log
2
𝑛⌉ rounds of challenge-response to converge on the same

value of 𝑘 , wherein 𝑆𝑘−1 = 𝑆 ′
𝑘−1 but 𝑆𝑘 ≠ 𝑆 ′

𝑘
. This synchronization between the submitter and the

verifier is facilitated through a challenge-response mechanism featuring a timeout penalty [23, 40].

The state 𝑆𝑘−1, along with auxiliary data, will be subsequently forwarded to a smart contract for

arbitration.

5.2 Onchain Arbitration

For on-chain arbitration, the submitter and the verifier will send (VMI𝑘 , S𝑘−1, S𝑘 ) to contract for

arbitration. The onchain VM will take S𝑘−1 as the input and conduct one-step execution to output

the correct S𝑘 . Since the onchain VM only execute one instruction, the size of the data (witness) that

needs to access is only 𝑂 (1). For onchain arbitration, the witness consists of a partial expansion of

the Merkle tree representing the before state 𝑆𝑘−1. The onchain VM uses the partially expended

state tree to read the next instruction, emulate the instruction execution, and then compute the

Merkle root hash of the resulting state. Note that the one-step onchain VM execution always takes

only 𝑂 (1) computation and memory consumption, so that it is always possible to conduct the

onchain arbitration using a feasible amount of Ethereum gas.

If the challenger produces a valid one-step proof in the onchain arbitration, he wins the challenge.

Otherwise, the submitter wins the challenge.

6 Multi-Phase Dispute Game

6.1 Limitations of One-Phase Dispute Game

With the design principle of “Separate Execution from Proving”, we can achieve a high perfor-

mance in the common optimistic case, where the submitter will always provide a correct result.

However, to prevent the malicious behavior in the pessimistic case, we still need to generate a

fraud proof for opML. In the fraud proof protocol of opML, we cross-compile the ML computation

into fraud proof VM instructions and then start the dispute game to find the dispute step. How-

ever, cross-compiling the whole ML computation into fraud proof VM instructions has significant

limitations:

• Low Execution Efficiency: The one-phase dispute game has a critical drawback: for proving,

all computations must be executed within the FPVM, preventing us from leveraging the

full potential of GPU/TPU acceleration or parallel processing. Consequently, this restriction

severely hampers the efficiency of providing fraud proof for large model inference, which

also aligns with the current limitation of the referred delegation of the computation (RDoC)

protocol [7].

• LimitedMemory in Fraud Proof VM: The fraud proof VMhas limitedmemory, for example,

the MIPS VM can only support at most 4 GB memory. Due to the limited memory size, we can

9



not load a large model into the fraud proof VM directly. For example, the size of a 7B-llama

model in float64 is around 26GB, which can not be stored in the memory of the MIPS FPVM.

6.2 Overview of Multi-Phase Protocol

To address the constraints imposed by the one-phase protocol and ensure that opML can generate

fraud proof in a performance level comparable to the native environment, we propose a multi-phase

protocol. The multi-phase dispute game has the following properties that can well resolve the

limitations above:

• Semi-Native Execution: With the multi-phase design, we only need to conduct the com-

putation in the VM only in the final phase, resembling the single-phase protocol. For other

phases, we have the flexibility to perform computations that lead to state transitions in the

native environment, leveraging the capabilities of parallel processing in CPU, GPU, or even

TPU. By reducing the reliance on the VM, we significantly minimize overhead, resulting in a

remarkable enhancement in the execution performance of opML, almost akin to that of the

native environment.

• Lazy Loading Design: To optimize the memory usage and performance of the fraud proof

VM, we implement a lazy loading technique. This means that we do not load all the data into

the VM memory at once, but only the keys that identify each data item. When the VM needs

to access a specific data item, it uses the key to fetch it from the external source and load it

into the memory. Once the data item is no longer needed, it is swapped out of the memory to

free up space for other data items. This way, we can handle large amounts of data without

exceeding the memory capacity or compromising the efficiency of the VM.

Figure 6 demonstrates a verification game consisting of two phases (k = 2). In Phase-2, the process

resembles that of a single-phase verification game, where each state transition corresponds to a

single VM micro-instruction that changes the VM state. In Phase-1, the state transition corresponds

to a "Large Instruction" encompassing multiple micro-instructions that change the computation

context. The submitter and challenger will first start the dispute game on Phase-1 using a bisection

protocol to locate the dispute step on a "large instruction". This step will be send to the next phase,

Phase-2. Phase-2 works like the single-phase dispute game. The bisection protocol in Phase-2 will

help to locate the dispute step on a VM micro-instruction. This step will be sent to the arbitration

contract on the blockchain.

6.3 State Transition to Next Phase

To ensure the integrity and security of the transition to the next phase, we rely on the Merkle

tree. As shown in Figure 7, this operation involves extracting a Merkle sub-tree reconstruction,

thus guaranteeing the seamless continuation of the dispute game process. Take the state transition

in two-phase protocol as an example. On the phase-1, assume that the submitter and the challenger

have already located the dispute step on a "large instruction", i.e., 𝑆𝑘𝑖−1 = 𝑆 ′𝑘𝑖−1 ∧ 𝑆𝑘𝑖 ≠ 𝑆 ′𝑘𝑖 . Then

we will build a Merkle tree on the state data 𝑆𝑘𝑖−1 to get the Merkle tree root 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 (𝑆𝑘𝑖−1). We will

construct the initial state in the next phase 𝑆𝑘+1
0

using the Merkle root. Specially, we need an empty

VM image first, initialize it with the running program in the “program code” memory field in the

FPVM, and then we will set the “input” memory field in FPVM as 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 (𝑆𝑘𝑖−1), which will serves as a

key for lazy loading. After completing initialization and filling in data, we can get the initial state

in the next phase 𝑆𝑘𝑖−1 ⇒ 𝑆𝑘+1
0

. Due to the complexity of construction 𝑆𝑘+1
0

and the gas limitation of

Ethereum, we build a zero-knowledge circuit to correctness of the construction of 𝑆𝑘+1
0

and verify

the zero-knowledge proof on chain. Similarly, at the end of the execution in phase 2, we need to

check the consistency of the submitter’s state 𝑆𝑘𝑖 ⇔ 𝑆𝑘+1𝑛 and the challenger’s state 𝑆 ′𝑘𝑖 ⇔ 𝑆 ′𝑘+1𝑛 .

10



Fig. 6. Multi-Phase Dispute Game

Specially, the state 𝑆𝑘𝑖 is stored as the “output” field of the FPVM memory, and we can prove it by

providing a Merkle proof.

6.4 DNN Computation in Multi-Phase opML

In this demonstration, we present a DNN computation in a two-phase opML approach:

• The computation process of Machine Learning, specifically Deep Neural Networks (DNN),

can be represented as a computation graph denoted as 𝐺 . This graph consists of various

computation nodes, capable of storing intermediate computation results.

• DNN model inference is essentially a computation process on the aforementioned computa-

tion graph. The entire graph can be considered as the inference state (computation context

in Phase-1). As each node is computed, the results are stored within that node, thereby

advancing the computation graph to its next state.

• Therefore, we can first conduct the dispute game on the computation graph (at Phase-1). On

the phase-1 dispute game, the computation on nodes of the graph can be conducted in native

environment using multi-thread CPU or GPU. The bisection protocol will help to locate

the dispute node, and the computation of this node will be sent to the next phase (Phase-2)

bisection protocol.

• In Phase-2 bisection, we transform the computation of a single node into Virtual Machine

(VM) instructions, similar to what is done in the single-phase protocol.

11



Fig. 7. State Transition in Multi-Phase Dispute Game

It is worth noting that we anticipate introducing a multi-phase opML approach (comprising

more than two phases) when the computation on a single node within the computation graph

remains computationally complex. This extension will further enhance the overall efficiency and

effectiveness of the fraud poof protocol.

6.5 Performance Improvement

In this section, we present a brief discussion and analysis of our proposed multi-phase fraud

proof framework.

Suppose there are 𝑛 nodes in the DNN computation graph, and each node needs to take 𝑚

VM micro-instructions to complete the calculation in VM. Assuming that the speedup ratio on

the calculation on each node using GPU or parallel computing is 𝛼 . This ratio represents the

acceleration achieved through GPU or parallel computing and can reach significant values, often

ranging from tens to even hundreds of times faster than the single-thread VM execution. Based on

these considerations, we draw the following conclusions:

• Performance: Two-phase opML outperforms single-phase opML, achieving a computation

speedup of 𝛼 times. The utilization of multi-phase verification enables us to take advantage

of the accelerated computation capabilities offered by GPU or parallel processing, leading to

substantial gains in overall performance.

• Space Complexity: Two-phase opML reduces space complexity of the Merkle tree. When

comparing the space complexity of the Merkle trees, we find that in two-phase opML, the size

is 𝑂 (𝑚 + 𝑛), whereas in single-phase opML, the space complexity is significantly larger at

𝑂 (𝑚𝑛). The reduction in space complexity of the Merkle tree further highlights the efficiency

and scalability of the multi-phase design.

In summary, the multi-phase fraud proof framework presents a remarkable performance im-

provement, ensuring more efficient and expedited computations, particularly when leveraging the

speedup capabilities of GPU or parallel processing. Additionally, the reduced Merkle tree size adds

to the system’s effectiveness and scalability, making multi-phase opML a compelling choice for

various applications.
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7 Security Analysis

In this section, we provide the security analysis of our system. For simplicity, we use the AnyTrust

assumption from Arbitrum [23].

The AnyTrust assumption. AnyTrust, rather than “majority trust”, assumes that, for every claim,

there is at least one honest node. Namely, either the submitter is honest, or at least one verifier is

honest and will challenge within the pre-defined period. Suppose there are𝑚 verifiers,𝑚 − 1 of
whom collude to stay silent about a submitter’s wrong claim. Under AnyTrust, the only honest

verifier will still succeed in disproving the wrong claim in front of the smart contract, and the

wrong claim is thus rejected. Like the previous work [23, 40, 50], we also assume data availability

and anti-censorship (i.e., every verifier can always interact with the contract). They are solved by

orthogonal countermeasures [4].

Safety and Liveness.We can show that opML can maintain safety and liveness under the AnyTrust

assumption.

• Safety: The safety of opML under the AnyTrust assumption means that any one honest validator
can force opML to behave correctly. Suppose there exists only one honest node, and all other

nodes are malicious. When a malicious node provides a incorrect result on chain, the honest

node will always check the result and find it incorrect. At that time, the honest node can

challenge the malicious one. The dispute game can force the honest node and the malicious

node to pinpoint one concrete erroneous step. This step will be sent to the arbitration contract

on the blockchain, and will find out the result provided by the malicious node is incorrect.

Finally, the malicious node will be penalized and the honest node can get a corresponding

reward.

• Liveness: The Liveness of opML under the AnyTrust assumption means that any proposed result
will be either accepted or rejected by the contract within a maximum period time. Firstly, the
instruction set and the execution traces of the opML program is finite, and can be done within

𝑇𝑒 . Therefore, in the dispute game, the number of interactions is also finite. Therefore, the

dispute game will end within a maximum period time 𝑇𝑑 . If the provided result is correct,

even in the worst case where𝑚 − 1 malicious verifiers start the dispute game, the result will

be accepted within𝑇𝑒 + (𝑚 − 1) ×𝑇𝑑 . If the result is incorrect provided by a malicious verifier,

the honest verifier will challenge it, even in the worst case where𝑚 − 2 verifiers will start
the dispute game to delay the actions of honest verifier, the result will be rejected within

𝑇𝑒 + (𝑚 − 1) ×𝑇𝑑 .

Compared with “AnyTrust” and “Majority Trust” In the following, we will conduct a brief

security discussion between the system with “AnyTrust” and “Majority Trust”. As discussed above,

opML is an “AnyTrust” system where any one honest validator can force opML to behave correctly.

In contrast, systems like Layer 1 blockchains (e.g., Bitcoin [30] and Ethereum [43]) and Oracles (e.g.,

Chainlink [6]) fall into the category of "Majority Trust" systems. These "Majority Trust" systems

become susceptible to attacks when the number of malicious validators surpasses the threshold

of ⌈𝑓𝑚⌉, where𝑚 represents the total number of validators, and 𝑓 denotes the Byzantine fault

tolerance ratio. The specific value of 𝑓 varies with different consensus algorithms; for instance, it is

0.5 for Proof of Work (PoW) blockchains like Bitcoin. Consider a system with𝑚 validators, and

let 𝑝 denote the probability of a validator being malicious. The probability that a “Majority Trust”

system is secure is

𝑃majority-trust =

⌈ 𝑓𝑚⌉∑︁
𝑖=0

(
𝑚

𝑖

)
𝑝𝑖 (1 − 𝑝)𝑚−𝑖 = (𝑚 − 𝑘)

(
𝑚

𝑘

) ∫
1−𝑝

0

𝑡𝑛−𝑘−1 (1 − 𝑡)𝑘𝑑𝑡 .
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(b) Configuration 𝑝 = 0.5, 𝑓 = 0.5

Fig. 8. Secure probability of “Majority Trust” and “AnyTrust” systems

The probability that a system with “AnyTrust” is secure is

𝑃any-trust =

𝑚−1∑︁
𝑖=0

(
𝑚

𝑖

)
𝑝𝑖 (1 − 𝑝)𝑚−𝑖 = 1 − 𝑝𝑚 .

It is evident that the "AnyTrust" system exhibits superior security compared to the "Majority Trust"

system, specifically denoted as 𝑃any-trust > 𝑃majority-trust. Additionally, as illustrated in Figure 8, the

"AnyTrust" system attains a high level of security even with a limited number of nodes. For instance,

even with a relatively high probability of 0.5 for a validator to be malicious (indicating that half

of the validators can potentially be malicious), the "AnyTrust" system maintains a 99.9% security

probability with only 10 validators. In contrast, the "Majority Trust" system struggles to provide

such a robust security guarantee under similar conditions.

8 Incentive Mechanism

To achieve the safety and liveness of opML, we need to guarantee that at least one honest validator

will check the results. Therefore, it is important to design an incentive-compatible mechanism

where the rational validators will always check the results and the rational submitter will never

cheat.

8.1 Verifier Dilemma

Like the optimistic rollup systems, opML can also suffer from the Verifier’s Dilemma [28]. Here we
consider a simple verification game G. Assume that all the validators (including the submitter) need

to stake 𝑆 on chain, and the computation cost for opML execution is 𝐶 . If the submitter provides

an incorrect and nobody challenges him, he can benefit 𝐵 from cheating, but all the validator will

suffer from a loss 𝐿. If the submitter provides an incorrect and it is successfully challenged by one

validator, then the submitter will lose all his stake, and the validator can get the corresponding

reward 𝑅. The action for the submitter is to cheat or not. And the action for the validator is to

check or not. The payoff matrix is shown in Table 2, and the Nash equilibrium strategy [34] in this

verification game is shown in the following theorem.
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validator/submitter cheat No cheat
validate (𝑅 −𝐶,−𝑆) (−𝐶,−𝐶)

No validate (−𝐿, 𝐵) (0,−𝐶)
Table 2. Payoff matrix in the verification game

Theorem 8.1. The mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of this verification game is that the submitter
will randomly cheat with probability 𝑝𝑐 = 𝐶

𝑅+𝐿 , and the validator will randomly check with probability
𝑝𝑣 =

𝐵+𝐶
𝐵+𝑆 .

Proof. According to the payoff matrix in Table 2, we can find that there is no dominant strategy

for both validator and submitter. Therefore, there is no pure strategy Nash equilibrium in the

verification game. We now turn to consider the mixed strategy one. Assume that the submitter

will randomly cheat with probability 𝑝𝑐 , and the validator will randomly check with probability 𝑝𝑣 .

Then for the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium, we have{
𝑝𝑐 (𝑅 −𝐶) + (1 − 𝑝𝑐 ) (−𝐶) = −𝑝𝑐𝐿
𝑝𝑣 (−𝑆) + (1 − 𝑝𝑣)𝐵 = −𝐶

By solving the equations above, we have that 𝑝𝑐 =
𝐶

𝑅+𝐿 and 𝑝𝑣 =
𝐵+𝐶
𝐵+𝑆 . The proof is thus completed.

□

There is no pure strategy Nash equilibrium in this verification game. This means that a rational

submitter can randomly cheat, while the rational validator will also randomly check. This is not

what we want. What’s worse is if the submitter cheat randomly, with probability of cheating less

than 𝑐/(𝑅 + 𝐿), then a rational validator will never check, so the submitter will never get caught

cheating. This is indeed the verifier dilemma, where there’s no point in checking somebody’s work

if you know they’re not going to cheat; but if you’re not going to check then they have an incentive

to cheat.

8.2 Attention Challenge

To solve the verifier dillema, we introduce the Attention Challenge [29] into opML.

In opML, we denote 𝑥 as the user’s input to opML (corresponding to the initial state 𝑆0), 𝑓 (·) as
the deterministic computation function, and 𝑓 (𝑥) is the opML result (corresponding to the final

state 𝑆𝑛). Instead of revealing 𝑓 (𝑥) on chain, the submitter will first reveal 𝐻 (𝐴𝑠 , 𝑓 (𝑥)) on chain,

where 𝐴𝑠 is the address of the submitter and 𝐻 (·) is the hash function.

There exists a window of time, where the validator whose hash value 𝐻 (𝐴𝑣, 𝑓 (𝑥)) < 𝑇 should

respond on chain, where 𝐴𝑣 is the address of the validator, and 𝑇 is a chosen threshold. After that,

the submitter can post the opML result 𝑓 (𝑥) on chain, which can be challenged as normal if any

validator disagrees with it. The submitter can accuse any validator who responded incorrectly

or did not respond. This accusation will be checked on chain and the validator who responded

incorrectly or did not respond will be penalized by 𝐺 . Note that the accusation will be valid only

after the submitter’s claim 𝑓 (𝑥) is eventually accepted as correct. If any validator is penalized, the

submitter will get half of the penalty
1

2
𝐺 , and the other half will be burned.

We denote 𝑝𝑡 = Pr(𝐻 (𝐴𝑣, 𝑓 (𝑥)) < 𝑇 ) as the probability that the validator needs to respond,

which can be adjusted by chosen a proper𝑇 . Then if the validator checks the results, then his utility

is 𝑝𝑐𝑅 −𝐶 , where 𝑝𝑐 is the probability that the submitter checks and 𝐶 is the computation cost. If

the validator does not check the results, he may be punished by no-responding when he needs to

respond. In this case, the validator’s utility is −𝑝𝑐 · 𝐿 − 𝑝𝑡 ·𝐺 . In the following theorem, we can
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show that when 𝑝𝑡 ·𝐺 > 𝐶 , the rational validator will always check, and the rational submitter will

never cheat.

Theorem 8.2. When 𝑝𝑡 ·𝐺 > 𝐶 , the only Nash equilibrium of the verification game with attention
challenge mechanism is that validator will always check and the submitter will never cheat.

Proof. The utility for the validator to check the results is𝑈 (check) = 𝑝𝑐𝑅 −𝐶 , and the utility

for the validator to be lazy and not check the results is𝑈 (lazy) = −𝑝𝑐 · 𝐿 − 𝑝𝑡 ·𝐺 . When 𝑝𝑡 ·𝐺 > 𝐶 ,

we have that

𝑈 (check) −𝑈 (lazy) = 𝑝𝑐 (𝑅 +𝐶) + 𝑝𝑡𝐺 −𝐶 > 0, ∀𝑝𝑐 ∈ [0, 1]

Therefore, no matter what probability the submitter cheats, the dominant strategy for the validator

is to always check. Given that the validator will always check, the dominant strategy for the

submitter is to always provide a correct result. The proof is thus completed. □

Besides, the cost of introducing the attention challenge mechanism in opML is very low. Assume

that the interest rate of locking up the stake 𝐺 is 𝑟 , and the gas fee for the validator to respond is 𝑡 .

Then the extra cost for the attention challenge mechanism in opML is 𝑟𝐺 + 𝑡𝑝𝑡 . The minimal cost

is 𝑟𝐺 + 𝑡𝑝𝑡 ≥ 2

√
𝑟𝑡𝐶 when 𝐺 =

√︃
𝑡𝐶
𝑟
and 𝑝𝑡 =

√︃
𝑟𝐶
𝑡
.

Specifically, as shown in [22], A GPT-3.5 inference takes approximately 1 second on an A100 with

the raw computation cost $0.001 for 1,000 tokens (compared to OpenAI’s pricing of $0.002/1000

tokens [31]), i.e., 𝐶 = $0.001. With the interest rate 𝑟 = 0.001 and the gas fee 𝑡 = $1, we can set

the probability 𝑝𝑡 = 0.1% and the validator needs to deposit 𝐺 = 1. The total cost for the attention

challenge per opML request is only $0.002.

9 Discussion

9.1 Optimization with Multi-Sect Dispute Points and Multi-Step zkVM

Furthermore, we can utilize multiple checkpoints and multi-step ZK verifier to provide a zk-fraud

proof to speed up the finality of opML. Assuming that there are 𝑁 steps in the opML fraud proof

VM. Then the number of interactions would be 𝑂 (log
2
(𝑁 )). One optimization approach to reduce

to the interactions is to use a multi-step on-chain arbitrator, instead of only one-step on-chain

arbitrator.

This can be done by using a zkVM, e.g., zkWASM [13], RICS Zero [48], Cairo VM [17], which can

provide zk-proof for the multi-step execution. Suppose the zkVM can generate a zk-proof for𝑚

steps, then the number of interactions can be reduce from 𝑂 (log
2
(𝑁 )) to 𝑂 (log

2
(𝑁 /𝑚)). Besides,

instead of using bisection protocol with only 1 checkpoint, we can provide multiple checkpoints

(for example 𝑘 (𝑘 > 1) checkpoints) in the dispute game (verification game). At this time, we

can further reduce the interactions number from 𝑂 (log
2
(𝑁 /𝑚)) to 𝑂 (log𝑘+1 (𝑁 /𝑚)). With these

optimizations, we can greatly speed up the finality of opML, and it is possible to achieve almost

instant confirmation!

9.2 Training/Fine-tuning in opML

In opML, the use of a fraud-proof VM plays a pivotal role in ensuring the correctness of ML

results. This specialized VM has the capability to support general computations, encompassing

both inference and training tasks. The training and fine-tuning process can also be conceptualized

as a series of state transitions when model parameters undergo deterministic updates.

Specifically, the inference phase of a DNN model involves straightforward forward computation

on the DNN computation graph, denoted as𝐺 . On the other hand, the training process encompasses
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both forward computation and backward update (backpropagation) on the same DNN computa-

tion graph 𝐺 . While the tasks differ in their objectives, the computation processes for forward

computation and backward update are similar, enabling a unified approach.

Through the integration of a multi-phase opML approach, we can extend support to the training

process efficiently as well. Here’s how it works: The dispute game initiates during each iteration

of the training process, to locate a dispute within a specific iteration. Subsequently, the process

advances to the next phase, where the submitter and challenger engage in a dispute protocol on

the computation graph for both forward and backward processes. This allows for the pinpointing

of the dispute node, and the computation related to this node is then forwarded to the subsequent

phase, where the fraud-proof VM arbitrates the issue.

opML’s extension to the training process has significant implications for verifying ML model

generation on the blockchain. By utilizing on-chain data to train and update the ML model, opML

ensures that the process is auditable and transparent. Moreover, opML’s integration with the

training process provides an effective means to validate ML model updates, safeguarding against

potential backdoors [21] and ensuring the model’s integrity and security.

9.3 Combining zkML and opML for Enhanced Privacy

In contrast to zkML, opML lacks intrinsic privacy features. However, a compelling approach to

augment privacy is by integrating the strengths of both opML and zkML. One feasible strategy

involves leveraging zkML for input processing in the early layers of the model and subsequently

employing opML for the remaining layers. This amalgamation allows us to attain a nuanced form of

privacy—while not achieving full zk-level privacy, it is possible to ensure a secure and non-reversible

level of obfuscation. A crucial consideration in this integration is determining the optimal number

of layers to implement through zkML, striking a delicate balance between computational efficiency

and heightened security.

10 Related Work

AI computation on blockchain. The concept of AI computation on the blockchain has gar-

nered attention from both academia and industry. In the academic realm, Das et al. have suggested

the potential for "Computationally Intensive Smart Contracts" that encompass machine learning

tasks [10]. Teutsch et al. have explored the application of "Autonomous machine learning" in the

context of TrueBit [40], while Wüst et al. have recognized the current limitations of smart contracts

for machine learning applications [44]. Within the industry, Microsoft has put forth the concept

of "Decentralized and Collaborative AI" on blockchain platforms [19]. Several startups, includ-

ing Cortex [8], SingularityNET [15], Algorithmia [24] have also embraced this vision. However,

the existing proposals typically demonstrate only limited AI computations, achieving consensus

on a small number of nodes [8, 15, 19, 24] or provide insufficient technical details [10, 40, 44].

These approaches lack scalability, rendering them impractical for real-world deep neural network

computations within Ethereum smart contracts.

Zero-Knowledge Machine Learning (zkML). In [27], the authors provide zero-knowledge

proof for an CNN model. In [49], the authors develop approaches to efficiently turn decision tree

predictions and accuracy into statements of zero knowledge proofs. In [41], the authors propose

ezDPS: an efficient and zero-knowledge machine learning inference pipeline. In [45], the authors

propose a Zero-Knowledge Proof-based Federated Learning (ZKP-FL) scheme on blockchain. In [42],

the authors propose Mystique, an efficient conversions for zero-knowledge proofs with applications

to machine learning, which can improve the execution time by a factor by 7×. In [14], the authors

propose zero-knowledge proof of training (zkPoT). However, due to its huge cost, zkPoT only works

for the logistic regression, and can not be applied to some larger models.
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Our work also resembles and references the work on Agatha [50]. Agatha system is developed by

Microsoft Research, which demonstrates the practical contract verification for DNN computation

on public Ethereum. Agatha adopts the fraud proof to verify the computation results. Instead of

using fraud proof VM, Agatha adopts the graph-based pinpoint protocol (GPP) which enables the

pinpoint protocol on computational graphs. Since Agatha is not open-sourced, we can not compare

the performance of Agatha and opML directly. Generally, our work distinguishes from Agatha [50]

and the existing works in the following perspectives:

• Agatha does not support Turing-complete computation. Agatha enables the native DNN

computation by the graph-based pinpoint protocol (GPP) instead of VM-based pinpoint

protocol. opML is designed to enable Turing-complete computation.

• With our Turing-complete fraud-proof VM, opML can handle various aspects of ML, including

model inputs and outputs process, and can support various ML models. This versatility allows

opML to support ML training and fine-tuning, a feature that Agatha lacks. For applications

like LLaMA that require data processing, multiple inferences, and intermediate result storage,

going beyond typical DNN model calculation, where a Turing-complete VM is essential.

opML excels in this context, outperforming Agatha.

• With our Turing-complete fraud-proof VM, opML extends its capabilities beyond deep neu-

ral network (DNN) computation. It accommodates various machine learning algorithms,

including K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [38], decision trees [37], random forests [9], and more,

enhancing its versatility and potential for a broader range of AI applications.

11 Conclusions

In conclusion, the optimistic approach to on-chain AI and machine learning brings substantial

advantages over existing methods, enabling the fusion of AI power with the integrity and security

of the blockchain. opML excels by delivering a cost-effective and efficient ML service compared to

zkML. This positions opML as a key player in reshaping the future of decentralized, secure, and

transparent AI services. As the landscape of on-chain AI evolves, opML stands as a pivotal solution,

unlocking the full potential of these technologies and ensuring a transformative journey toward

accessible, secure, and efficient on-chain machine learning.
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